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RUNNING BASKET I KNEW IT WOULD VINCENT VAN THROW
sizes: S-XL sizes: M-XL sizes: M-XL

Cotton Short Sleeve Cotton Short Sleeve Cotton Short Sleeve
Back Print ........... ..$15.95 Front Print .......... ..$19.95 Front Print ......... ..$19.95

1

n— ii "

Front mini

GREEN NIPPLES r” '

BALI print

I>~

Cap Design ....... ..$15.95

GREEN NIPPLES KISS THE SKY ‘O0 FREESTYLE
sizes: M-XL sizes: S-XL sizes: M-XL

Cotton Short Sleeve Cotton Short Sleeve Cotton Short Sleeve
Front/Back .......... ..$19.95 Front Print .......... ..$15.95 Front Print ......... ..$15.95

KISS
Asst Colors

WRIGHT

DISCRAFT
Asst Colors

Cap Design ....... ..$19.95

Asst Colors
Cap Design ......... ..$15.95



INNOVA DISC BAGS
Constructed with durable cordura nylon with
square design and bottom support for easy

access on the course. Water Bottle Holder, Side

Putter pocket, Side scorecard pocket with Pencil

holder, Padded shoulder strap, Inside velcro
pocket for keys and things, handy fold back top
for easy disc access

Large Bag ................................................. ..$44.95

Small Bag .......................................................... ..$22.95

INNOVA DISC
GOLF HAT
Deluxe, low profile golf

hats with the distinct
lnnova logo ......... ..$19.95

GATEWAY TOUR BAG
A maximum capacity bag with all the
features: Fully padded shoulder strap,
Insulated water bottle holder, Large end
pockets, Interior pockets, Side putter

pocket, and more. Made of heavy duty
waterproof cordura nylon and a sturdy,
lightweight PVC frame. Holds 15-20
discs. ............................................ ..$84.95

GATEWAY WEEKENDER
Built tough like their top of the line bag,
but with a smaller capacity for the more
casual or maybe more efficient week-
end golfer. Holds about 10 discs. Water
bottle holder, Padded shoulder strap,
Putter pocket, and more.

$37.95

MEGA-CUBE
A compact bag that accommodates all of

your favorite golf discs with plenty of
room for accessories. Features include:
Fully padded, Zip Top, Adjustable &
Removable Disc dividers, Tons of Pockets,
and a Large water bottle holder. Holds 12

discs with room to spare.
..................................................... ..$49.95

Regular Cube Bag — Without the extra frills
of the Mega-cube. The regular Cube is not
padded and without the disc dividers but still
a very practical, durable mid-sized bag, with
lots of key storage areas.
..................................................... ..$37.95

WALL CITY CIRCULAR SAC
The popular round shaped bag with a putter side pock-

et, water bottle holder and extra pockets. Two zippers
on top allows for easy access to all of your plastic and
makes this bag very functional. Holds about 10 discs.
..................................................... ..$32.95

SKY-SOUTH BAG
The folks at Sky South have produced an incredible golf

bag for a terrific value. Heavy duty cordura nylon con-
struction with extra support in all the right places.
Complete with an Adjustable Padded strap,
Putter pocket, Zip back top with Umbrella
holder, Water bottle holder (bottle not included),
and lots of good luck. ............... ..$29.95

LIGHTNING BAG
A deluxe bag at a terrific price. Fully constructed

of cordura nylon with a round outside putter
pocket, padded shoulder strap, inside key pocket,
towel ring and a easy 10 disc capacity for all your needs
..................................................... ..$19.95

INNOVA GOLF TOWEL
Be prepared for those rainy days

‘ Q T with a golf towel
from lnnova

n ........ ..$6.95

2 ~’ \
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Featuring the latest in disc golf
technology, shapes and plastic
These discs are super
durable.

CHAMPION EDITION —

lnnova has once again
set the pace for the
next level of disc golf
plastic super durable
dependable models.
CE FireBird, CE TeeBird,
CE Eagle, CE Leopard,
CE Valkyrie

................. ..

Z-SERIES — Discraft has
countered with a fan-
tastic looking transpar-
ent plastic that is
super durable and gen-
erally more stable than
the Elite versions of
these models.

<»»*"°?""'w+

"“' Y‘I_~t . wwwm“

Z-XS, Z-Xtra, Z-XL, Z-Xpres
and Z-MRV ........... ..$13.95
Z-Fly-Dye XS ....... ..$'l9.95

AVIAR-X — The latest
super star in disc golf //vlar
gets her own disc. The /'

Aviar model from
lnnova, in this super-
soft and tacky Juliana

' $Korver version 9.95

Ik PRO

TITYTl---__._.. 1:1.*1
\

a .\ I

L. Dv

MILLENNIUM JLS — A tested win-
ner for consistent distance and

durability. This particular JLS is

stylish with a different dyed pat-

tern on each disc. .............. ..$12.95

WFDF HAT -
The World Flying Disc Federation is

the governing body of all disc sports
Available in two tone tan with a black

brim ........................................... ..$18.95
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150 cLASS INNOVA DISC GOLF SET ers. (1-45 - 176 gm.) ..................................... ..$7.96 I j j
A-.0 ..|

lnnova ha_s combined their three most popular golf discs in a starter
set that_is a perfect gift for the_begi_nning disc golfer. All discs are Good for advanced’ Strong throwera
lightweight for easy control. Nice gift pack. .................. ..$22.95

OUR FAVORITES TO RECOMMEND
WOLF - A slightly understable, large diameter

ln addition to the discs in our 150 Class Disc Golf_Set. We have put approach diaa Easy to throw fa, bagmna, ta mar-
te9ether the feIIewrh9 peekegee fer 9rfte er be9rhhere et the epert mediate players. (145- 130 gm.) ............... .9196
f ' . .

O disc go“ FIREBIRD — An overstable driver. A very fast and pre-

dictable flight. For intermediate to advanced players.

‘The Choice 0! Champions for Disc Golf"

INNOVA nx Discs
Watch for new releases from our web site.

www.wrightlife.com.
VALKYRIE - Understable Driver. Good for the

beginner to intermediate thrower. Turns right at 1

high speeds with a right handed backhand

LEOPARD — A slightly more understable driver than
the Valkyrie. Also good for the beginner to interme-
diate players. (145 - 176 gm.) .................... ..$7.95

(146 - 176 gm.) ............................................. ..$7.96 j , 1

gr /X ' E.‘"§j1I1'E;E;f;;5;-.:.____

' : .y

Lgafflg
TEE-BIRD - A stable, straight flying long distance 1 *‘°“"" A

‘r 1driver Good forthe beginnerto advanced PlaV‘ : A

/

GA-I-OR " A 5|i9ht|V Qverstable Iong appmach dI$C- \,. _.

Predictable and long flying for consistent approaches.
‘~,»~iZ;:?:&¢=<: 1 “

(145 - 176gm.) .............................................. ..$7.95 X
>\.-

1

CM

ti
rt?

v
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CUSTOM STARTER PACKAGES AT REDUCED PRICES (145 - 176 gm.) ............................................. ..$7.95

d- Driver p- Putter a- Approach A; <4’;

PACKAGE #1: PACKAGE #2: PACKAGE #3: PACKAGE #4: Premium plastic makes these discs tackier and more
(d) Cyclone (d) Cyclone (d) Valkyrie lnnova Small Bag durable. Flight characteristics vary slightly from the ii alf

(p) Soft Magnet (d) E|ite X5 (d) E|ite Xpr-93$ rd) T.Bird originals, but the discs maintain a long durable flight -
. . ..

life The JK Model is a “big bead" Aviar in very soft

1‘Y

z,=, , _p jg

(a) Stratus (pl Aviar Putter (p) Omega SS (d) Leopard - ; kg;-ra ‘

W - ht : 160, la) Shark la) Stratus (P) Aviar Putter putter tVDe
mastic.

Gig S S
- - KC PRO 81 JK MODELS: \//' \ /

- . w m:160' w h 1160' l‘=‘l5ha"‘Pr|ca.$19.95 9'9 S S 8'9 ts S . KC-EAGLE,KC-TEEBIRD,KC-WHlPPET,KC-CHEETAH,
- . - . w ht 1 160'

reg. $23.85 ""°°-$23-95 ""°°-$29-95 ?'g S S KC-AVlAR,KC-BANSHEE,KC-ROC,KC-GAZELLE,JK- / k(,a,W;a,a,,a,__ \\
X W’?fr

reg. $33.30 reg, $3530 ""°°= $44-95 AVIAR-X . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.96

VISIT OUR WEB SITE FOR UP-DATED PRODUCT INFO

6 3:.
"*9" $5475 SPECIAL EDITION MODELS:

st; LEOPARD, st-5 ROC, SE RHYNO(softlr r ‘raga 1

SE TEEBIRD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.95 K /
*~. t "X

e'w\¢',‘\\>‘- 5.‘

,r
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www.wr|ghtl|fe.com
Visit our website for current prod

ucts and new releases. Our event
information is posted, as well as
special sales, accessories, a golf
clinic and custom products only
available through The Wright Life.

Our web site is easy to use and one
of the most secure on the web.

Feel The Funl
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(145 - 176 gm.) ....................................................... ..$7.95 W°"‘S 9'8” at a "a"°“’ °f 3"“ speed‘ The R°° ‘S

/,1’) ‘ \-i tee one of our most popular all around golf discs and the
°»,,_(1_]m Mn-n-:~' RAVEN — terrific driver from lnnova. Stable at high Standard by which others are measured

speeds with e predictable overstable flight at Slew (145 - 180 gm.) ...................................................... ..$7.95

\\ \1:» 4
____ 7..

41'?
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ZAX speeds This disc holds any angle into the wind _ &
he

(145 - 180 gm.) ....................................................... ..$1.95 Cl-A55"? R06 — (net pictured) Old style rim configura-
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WHIPPET -— A very overstable driver with a smaller

r.. ‘ ; _ Z._\,
fast and far.

PANTHER - Smaller diameter, understable approach
Lm,,,__l,.,n._/,;,. (165 - 180 gm. max.) ............................................. ..$7.95 Styie died The panther is Cdmfdr-tab|e in your hand 2,

'><,')“*~..
and easy to throw. A good disc for women, beginners i

and kids. (145 - 176 gm.) ....................................... ..s7.95% “
513$’;

.-mi"-e 1.

é~°9 K-/‘am 139’, -1' 4:";

. . / . ,:’.:_.,; _'_r_ A‘: ’f,$,,>

6 .0" ~' '77 = ~"ir/-ii 5- .-4 :15’? rte‘ A 8' ' @350" ' -Iggy
. ,~ ‘ref "=1 I ' " ' »-ea stable flight combine to make this disc one of the ,!!!!.'!!!!!-if-4'-fy

if ('7 . ~ » ~ Q‘. 3"“ l'l1On:'v'-$7‘ e .2 finest available Eas to control and mani ulate for a '1 ‘e gg-A-5*‘ -‘gr
§"'j\;'-"a.=';'.;‘( "- . gr. . ' gt’ , ~..,."-,,';1 -. 2: 1 - 1-1.1,; .- 1

- Y p _

“i.ri:r’l-1-ref???-.ersl 5 . -_ i ~
;~:-. -d f h - —

*1 ‘ ' _i- fjx W .3) ff -,.'~. :~:~__.:- WI e range Q S OtS.

>7-:. ~* .~=... ’ ~i i 2 . - . ............................................ .. . \\ 2;, \\\@€$;~/ (145 176 gm ) . . . . . . . . . .. $ --““\““
- 4 \°<1 -.\ _\s on 1 es II\\\\\\\

\ 00% ‘\-m"/_ ed,‘ 3--('1 1" 13' q'\~.'-*3“ '3‘ n\__/609'
'C1lampionD“° ' "W" “W L C/mm 100$‘
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INNOVA Drivers INNOVA Mid-Range
EAGLE — Qrle Of the "1051 P°PU|er drivers ever from COBRA - Easy to throw and predictable driver for all InE

4. re|reb|e and |°"9 f|Vl"9- great driver for beginners, women and kids. Used CLAi'6l£

X ([145 - 176 gm.) ....................................................... ..$7.95 l more as a long approach or roller for experienced 7:’

U
" f I \

“'“"»1= he TEEBIRD — A small diameter slightly understable d '- throwers-
<\\ .:i Verl Good and oat Great for the intermediate to - .......................................................

advanced player. (145 - 176 gm. ) ........................ ..$7.95 CLASS"; CQBRA _ (Same graphic) A slightly more sta-

_/’ ’Q*““"""T: CHEETAH - Another long distance flyer from lnnova. ble flight and taller profile shape compared with the

* Slightly understable at high speeds, this disc returns regular Cobra. This creates a better glide and also a

nicely overstable for a productive "S"curve. more predictable flight.

(145 - 118 gm.) ....................................................... ..$7.95 (145 - 180 gm.) ....................................................... ..$1.95

GAZELLE — Aslightly overstable driver. A smaller diameter $1-|NGRAy __ Same Shape and diameter as the cobra\ and |°W Pr°rl|e make rhls dlee fast and |0n9 Vlrl9- Flies fast and turns understable at medium to high /,0»

(145 - 178 gm.) ....................................................... ..$'/.95 Speede An exeeuent first driven A pepmer roller disc

,.-.1.reE_I;I_E_El'L7l'/ BANSHEE - This long nosed overstable driver has fer the experienced player-

€/ become very popular for advanced throwers. very (145 ~ 180 gm.) ...................................................... ..$7.95 .15, l

fast low~flying disc with a good predictable flight 19,‘;/. I
2' ., ”- I I . . . K; I,’

2. . performance ROC Slightly overstable mid to long range disc ¢...-gs

/2' k
1 \ " e

C‘
/ 0 9*’

V‘ - ciIa:\v"°° 1

Q1 lhhpve- Sllghtlv overstable. high Speed dlee that is abilities. Flies straight at medium to high speeds. A
/ if/ \?¢.1

VIPER —- An overstable long distance flyer The Viper is regular Ron makes this dlsc Shgny slower In ight
==" r

g/_ 1450 \ .

( ~
l . . .

\ 0/ ,// 0- °!“° of the best Wmd d'ScS aVa"ab'e' A former W0 Id and slightly less stable. Good for beginners and slow
\ ~ , er: distance record holder. Speed accuracy

Q0 " - - . - - - - . - - - . . a - - . - - . - . . . - . . . . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . - - --$7-95 gm.) "$7.95

.»/ii
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tion (shorter nose) Less of a beveled edge than the

/
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i
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' Chaim '10“ D‘

ML

*1“ diameter. lt delivers a very predictable flight, but can SHARK T A sensational’ Stable 3“ ar°un_d yer'_ Easy to /4MGPAy
be diicun for a beginner to throw throw and control. Great for the one disc beginner or am,
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(145 - 176 gm.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7 95 a predictabie 18l' for the seaggned prQ_
Plrrrer

1
"""""""""""""" " ' ' 145 - 180 . ..................................................... .. 7.95 "

.41
4. E ,,-Ii, PEGASUS - This disc is overstable. Good for into the ( gm ) $ ~ '3 »

.1“ wind drives. A great predictable and durable disc. MORAY - A very stable disc that has a similar flight to

0/'e / (145 - 180 gm.l. ...................................................... ..$7.95 the Cobra. A mid to long range flyer that has better“ < - -

. PYTHON A very |Ong nosed disc that is understable dulirabiligy) Ch8l‘8Ct6fl)StlCS than most mid range dl:;S.95 .

‘;:1;.i¥'*"- --:~ -- .5 ,- - - » m. . .............................................. .. .

a9'}f,‘?.“_§'_§~‘;,;i" at high speeds and overstable at slow speeds. Flies (1 5 9 max

11'\

Z//T

|E!!I,$',1
AVIAR — This disc has special qualities A deep rim and IIII'I',"’;;,
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%nYN(¥";f_i>_ (145 - 176 gm) ........................................................... ..$ .9
...... \ . 1

*-1*"-~*- ‘"1-' F

Great for the enthusiastic beginner and a€\ O...‘-' $PEC|AL EDITION SE RHYNO (SOf'[) ................... ..$9.95 must fgr Qven/Qn9'$ bag_ Availablg in the

. ’ -\°
- -

". ~~>~ AVIAR PUTTER - This softer plastic utter ff rs b tt 'i impact absorption, and “ass deectign in Caifw U888? (1459 ~ 175 g.) ..................................... ..$9.95

\ ~ as b°"‘ Pu“ a"d aPP'°a¢'“- POLARIS i.s & LF ~ Long Straight & Long Fade’ l“'j)\ disc. The Birdie's small diameter and deep rim combine

’ /\ '\ 9°” . i I

G ’5-310%

9° Illl l\

nuunovu
oou

11%

'I\' I /l i\\ (.)_ (145 ~ 176 gm) ........................................................... ..$_/.95 are the Characteristics of these two diSCS_ The

®\_ /I’ to make a true flyer with maximum float Now with pro‘/ides 3 Qreat into the Wind a|tematiVe-

Q00,‘ W |nnQ\/a'S "thufnb t[‘aCk' fQ|' easy " g.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .T“ i145 - 176 gm) .......................................................... ..$7.95 LF (1609 - 175 9-l ------------------------------------- --$9-95

er» ~

< 5’ K I POLECAT — Stable putt and approach. This putter has the EXP 1 "" The rst eXPeFlme"'fa| dis‘? from

>\

17 \" \. .- >3‘

. 1..»/ 3

‘ "' "-:1-1';;;"\\-5

->10 _ _ _

‘\.\__—__i' BIRDIE - A stable, non-beveled edge, putt and approach Polans LS '5 Off the Charts m p°pu|ar'tV- Easy

W - to throw and control. The LF is overstable and

_,.

Q \"'
Q

l "75" ' '_i\' '§: approach / midrange disc slightly understable
"= ' JAGUAR - A ll ‘ ' - - ' '

n exce em stable dnver The Jag S low pm The Sentinal is slightly more overstable and

¢\ f'l ll r ' k " <1 I" " ' - B D H

°¢°h\ /\¢ (;i:rf\e?g\r/i‘/gkz gsrlihgzlgxtrzeaggtatlon and Its mg better for longer harder thrown shots.

‘ '
' MS (16Og - 180 g.) ................................... ..$9.95

‘iv. ll Ill

o‘>°\.‘/“"/T‘ .

"

_.../t \Jill-:'W1_;//

“W'5T"@/e
§

"<1

‘\

3.!
,5)

\\\

/3; XD — Good all around stable golf disc. Great for short to is sticky and holds tight in the chains. The AP

e- _\ mid-range drives. Now in soft plastic. is a stiffer yet still very gripy plastic, providing

/%' ‘ disc. Great for people making the transition between .| bl I ' V .f y'

’ , ,.~ recreational discs to golf discs. A very straight (stable) 2/: gusgfseffsi iieglrner

INNOVA Putt /Approach
RHYNO — A stable, non-beveled edge, putt and approach Key features in all Millennium Discs:

disc. The Rhyno includes lnnova's “thumb track" for a Tougher mastic . Tackier grip . Unique piastic

comfortable grip and easy aim. One of the new genera-
JLS - SI htl understable and one of the easiest

tion of putters. '9 V

7 5 to throw long distance drivers on the market.

hard to find weights

same top as the Birdie, but it has a much shallower rim. Mmennium' With the ‘mast nm deslgn, the

The Polecat flies ve true, even at slow s eeds. EXP ies fast and fell \/QTY Similar Y0 thery p

(145 - 176 gm.) ......................................................... ..$7.95 Inneve Banshee with Millennium plastic-
' I h f h fl. h .

PIRANHA - Slightly overstable, non-beveled edge putt
Zspecia IV att e end o t e$9i%5t

and approach disc. The Piranha has a unique top edge
of the disc with a popular “thumb track” for grip and AURORA MS 81 SENTINAL MF -— Two larger

control. (145 — 176 gm.) ............................................ ..$7.95 diameter stable flying discs.The MS is a great

170 - 195 .................................................. ..
( gm) " ' ' ' " ' ' "$795 MF (1609 -180 9.) ................................... ..$9.95

AERO-Th "" IA " 5 a ld.Sl‘
e ongma em m a ran new mo '9m'V OMEGA AP, SUPER SOFT & DRIVER - This

understable at high speeds.
(145 180 gm ) $7 95 disc flies extremely straight even at slow

speeds Mostly used as a putter the SuperSoft

(145 —- 176 gm.) ....................................................... ..$7.95 a much better approach / short drive style of

W ‘ ying disc Used Often in accuracy C°mpet't'°nS' (1459 » 175 g.) .................. ..$9.95

§
.1-

4x

W\ /
A???

5.
SHIPPING SERVICE.’.' 55:1“ ’ ‘_<>"¢ A

. _ _ _ . )1 5
0/SCS “W -

(162 - 200 gm.) ....................... ..$7.95

\\“‘c”“/I” ®’Q,\\art1 ion D1';(.

“IE.

X X, we use UPS FED-X AND
. » THE US POSTAL SER- ' 31;.
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DISCRAFT S ELITE SERIES
Discraft has taken a step up over the competition MRV _ A rehable' Stable Iong to mid range
in quality and durability with their new high per-

i;_ femanee Elite Pm Line Golf Diem great distance for a mid-range shape.

.1 ,5 XS — A very fast, stable, small diameter driver.
mnuw

2' prebebw the meet popular of an [)iSere'e MRX — The ‘approach version of_the Elite series.
newer discs’ the XS eppee|e to the The MRX IS overstable and reliable. Good into

H...T
approach disc. Feels great in your hand and gets

(162-175 gms.) .......................................... ..$9.95

/ - the wind and all around.

V<\v\

XPRESS - A very fast, slightly understable,
small diameter driver. Appeals to a wide range
of golfers from beginner to advanced Easy to
threw and Comm, '  DISCRAFT SPECIALTY DISCS
(21cm. - 162-175 gms.) ............................ ..$9.95 D|$¢|-‘(AFT FLY DYE - Available in several disc

styles and each disc is unique. These are truly
XTRA — A very fast, overstable, small diameter arnazing discs that reeemb|e the best tye dyed

driver. For the more advanced or expert throw- Shirt you've ever seen. True disc art.
er the XTRA takes a hit and maintains its stabil- Cyclones 8i X~Clones ....................... ..$10.95

ity. Good into the wind. Thrown by the world's X$'8i XI-'8. XZ'8. nd APX'8 ------------ “$12-95

we disc 9<>|fers- DISCRAFT GLOW PLASTIC - Phosphorescent plastic
(21cm. - 162-175 gms.) ............................ ..$9.95 that is charged by light, then glows for a period of

time on its own. Can be recharged an unlimited
XTREME - A fast, very overstable, small dlame- number of time-5_

ter driver. Good for specialty shots and serious Glow Cyclones & X-Clones .............. ..$9.95

head “'i"d- "“P°"a"* l°' a"Y ba9- scorr STOKELY - Former world record holder
(21cm. - 162-175 gms.) ............................ ..$9.95 and tgp PDQA Tgur (;Qntender_

X2 — More overstable than the XL, the X2 pro-
vides the additional predictability

for your everyday driver
or superior stability for

the harder advanced
thrower. Great in all
wind conditions.
(21cm.-162-175
gms.)

..$9.95

Intermediate to advanced thrower Now the $9 95
Worm Record Disc, thrown by Chris voigt (16 -17 gms.) .......................................... .. .

Over 217 met@'$- APX - Similar to the Discraft Magnet, the APX
21cm. - 162-175 gms.) .............................. ..$9.95 dgubles as a putter and approach disc.

(162-175 gms.) .......................................... ..$9.95

Signature Series X-2
XL ‘ A last’ $“9'“'Y °"e'S‘ab'e' Sma“ dla'“e‘e' (162-175 gms.) .................................. ..$9.95

driver. It's easy to throw and has exceptional signature $e|-iee )(-(;|ene
glide for maximum distance. (162-175 gms.) .................................. ..$9.95

(21cm. - 162-175 gms.) ............................ ..$9.95
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DISCRAFT Drivers DISCRAFTL SOFT MAGNET — Stable putt, approach and short LINE DRIVERS drive disc. A superb, multi~use disc for the short 6 \\ 1 ii.

5°" 1 igame Extra soft and a sticky plastic for extra chain \ \

\

. . .

CYCLONE — A stable driver that combines high speed grip. Consistent like the stiffer magnet in flight. I 90? \i 1'.

,»_. 0/ for players of all abilities. The Cyclone is the disc .l/-_'_-J J-t-.i—-‘A-_

penetration and a predictable finish. A UU8 standard (145 - 115 gm.) ................................................... ..$7.95 \ ‘ ,‘\ is lI A -5:: _ ,,, MAGNET — Stable putt, approach and short drive disc cwwv smw S“
.,‘,,_:=_j_-‘ & thrown for world distance records in Women's and

.5 MaSter,S Di‘/isiOnS_ Superb disc for the short game. s ig ty un er- -~-w_ ~

i,\

(145 - 176 gm. i ................................................... ..$7.95 Slab'° ight with 3 "e'Y °°"Si$‘e"‘ "‘S“- ‘\ i

"‘
0": 5

.\

(145 -175 gm. max.) ......................................... ..$7.95 /-
_:_ . . . . | 1

i
CYCLONE 2 — An overstable driver with a distinct hook \ G i_._i

m ‘ts lght path Slmnar In Shape to the Cydone A p STRATUS — A mid-range driver with lots of glide. This -. . M “ lgfgii. \

‘I ' ' ' er ' ' ' f omen \ l I? \ w _ l ‘' -vI$=zesr_= fact _Wind disc with Stabm to S are disc has made a very strong impression or w H L . i I I i‘\
"‘ P W p- .. . . ._gi

(145 - 175 gm. ) ................................................... ..s7.95 a"d1“"'°' 9°"e'§- “ "'95 S“"‘b'e at ”‘ed'“'“ speeds =-"T $1.3‘
-1-": and has a ve sli ht overstability at the flights end

" X-CLONE - "X" stands for X-tra stable. In the image (165 - 180 gm.) .................................................... ..$7.95 ‘

of the popular long distance Cyclone driver, the / W X
X-Clone has a unique stepped flight Plate Y0 Create CQMET istabk? approag? disc The Comet ies longA - - - - - and strai ht with a terrific float. ln the same durable - -Km X-tra stability for windy conditions. 9 —“—"F‘""'7'—— “'
(145 - 178 gm.) ................................................... ..s7.95 P'a$“° as the CY°'°"e' this ‘“S° is $“""' ‘° be a

favorite.X E TYPHOON - Slightly understable high speed flight (185 - 188 gm. l ................................................ ..$7.95 ]\
mm ov TABLECYCL = »»<~=§" characteristic with an extremely low profile. A great \ (Oi!

feel with the plastic of the Cyclone and a larger HD'HAwK T A H'9h D9rab'|'ty' stave dnver and an ‘-
diameter diSC_ very Overstame at low Speeds_ around disc. Good wind penetration, control and Disc:/\i=t

accurac Sl' htly understable at high speeds.V} (145 - 182 gm.) .................................................... ..$7.95 Y- '9

BMW, ECLIPSE — An understable driver which as the °}Q sharpest nose profile available for a golf disc A "*""° \ favorite among beginning players and for rollers. ”Puppy"' Deep rim and rounded top gives a good
. / ,

<7/‘/@511/*\@\ (165 - 182 gm.) ..................................................... ..7.50 fee‘ Whe" Y°“ "eed ‘° ma‘ i" °" the p°""' F"°S "e'V 5 ,,1, g straight for approaches- I L . AZ '
(145 - 115 gm.) ................................................... ..$7.95 ,

(165 -176 gm.) ................................................. ..$7.95

RATTLER — A vintage rim shape similar to the original ,

\‘$

90

1
U

GA.

\ -\ .

GRATEFUL DISC HAT Our local disc golf \)3’3" _¢
'”“”"”"”°‘“’"""”““"”’”""” - - VORTEX -— Overstable long approach. The completely \ .~g-;/,4;

ii-

‘i

Ii‘I
‘ETC:-‘El1‘I.__- ,-

"9{$1.

$51‘

\§\5§,.

tits}.8..
m4II!QQ!

"'4"1i’:‘3!*‘*

club logo hat on a variety of twill hats. A “L; ;,_!ji-,5’,
,5»g3t:*,»,, fun way to Show your dedication to the flattened flight plate allows this disc to slice through n\_..~* ,.;@__i

</
.l .

. . 0:91“ "\ .

sport. .......................... ..$19.95 the wind quickly.
(185 -180 gm.) .................................................... ..$7.95
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G '1 N(' More Golf Discs
ii I CHING PRO-STYLE some - A stable long distance

- 7“ 7“"“““ ‘f 79“? 9”“ driver with a great glide and fast out of your hand.

'

NEW! D1 PRQS1-YLE DRNER Easy to throw and reliable, great for all abilitiesiiis
This is a maximum distancei (145 - 175 gm.) ...............................................

.:.[r.
»

Straight
aVai'ab'e i" the CHING SNIPER - An understable approach disc.

new durable and sticky plastic. A great

,\

9

4Y4H

Great for those left to right flights and for the
feel and an b tt fl ht I l l

2'. ,1, (177 gm max) .............................................................. ..$9.95

we
5

‘
1'.-

even 8 er '9 ' (a so avai ab e new disc golfer looking for a straighter flight.
,,-r in D4 Driver) Ii $7 95

B
 NOT PICTURED (145 - 175 gm.) ................... .. .

-~ D1 Tye-Dye ................................................................ ..$12.95 CHING FUSION TANK - Same as the Tank, but in a

#1 FLYER - A maximum distanc stra' ht line driver. Super Soft Cham'magnet piasnc

1/ii radius for a longer glide. (177 gm. max.) ................ ..$7.95 85 50':-"E __ Back by popuiar demand this 39ft

/Q1
:ir‘/"

'”\_1

3%.’Ti

to throw roller discs are valuable on every course. ieiease grip and Chain grabbing siiCkineSS_ (155 _

" (177 gm. max.) ........................................................... ..$7.95 $7 95ii ./‘ 175 gm.) .................................................... .. .

E, #1 HOOKSHOT - An overstable driver with grip rings on . .

l

_,,\f

\\\

%
T

_?

if \
'""

l

-r

/

e’ '9 l $9 95Simiiar to the B_25 Mitcheii but with a broader nose (145 -175 gm.) ............................................... .. .

#1 DRIVER - Another straight line maximum distance dri- style putter was an original. Slides easily out of
g ver. Very durable and predictable. your hand, flies stable and sticks to the chains.

(145-177) ...................................................................... ..$7.95 (165 - 175 gm.) ............................................... ..$7.95

#1 ROLLER - Understable at high speeds, this disc flips BLUNT & 3|_Qw_|:|_y pU1TER$ _ very 39ft and
over on edge and rolls nicely towards your target. Easy Super gummy_ The ubiquitous disc with quigk

the inside of the rim allow for firm ri on the Hookshot INNOVA GLOW DISCS _ They Come m a Vanety9 P - -

(formerly the Dauntless). A slightly larger disc that will fly of modem and they glow m tgTidirkii\MOd;|S Wm
left with a right handed backhand throw. Vary throughout the Season‘ ar ’ war’ QC’.
(145-184) ..................................................................... ..$7.95 Gazelle) Cheetah am‘ Ea9'e am‘ °°""“°“'Y a""“"'

#1 SUCE An undeisiabie driver with grip rings able.
Compieieiy iiai ight piaie for firm grip and Smooth ..................................................................... ..

release. Predictable slice at high speeds, then returns VOYAGER - A stable long distance driver which
overstable at slower speeds. flies long and straight. Great for all abilities. A
(187 gm. max.) .......................................................... ..$7.95 new standard off the tee.

A ' - - - . - - - . - . . . . . - - . . . . . . . - - - . . . . . - - - - . . . - - - - - - a . .

molded from a high-flex, easy to grip material Best when‘i 3 ' VOYAGER ll — Slightly more stable than the Voyager
used within 60 feet. The Upshot will fly straight at low i this disc is aiso a ieai ion distance
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, 9 9
Speeds" driver. (155 - 175 gm.) ................................... ..$7.95
(179 gm. max.) .......................................................... ..$7.95

RUBBER PUTTER - Slightly overstable putter. Molded °|$C RETRIEVER? — Aiinzice diiiidn iiri haveii

with a soft material that is even tacky when wet. A Extfndame to 12 eet ( CO apS_e O ai h
durable, domed putter that floats in water. (22 collapsed) for getting your disc out 0 I 6'

(177 gm. max.) ........................................................... ..$7.95 Water °' Wt °f "‘eii"ee- $14
12-F t <42" se ....................... .. .

#3 FLYER F ll h I O0 er C0 ap
............................ be ' °"“a Y‘ 9 p°p“ 8' Sp"'e' 5 - Footer <22" collapsed) ......................... ..$12.95

this disc is perfect for a mid to lon9
' range stable driver and approach

{3:'3" ' “jl'...r...‘\P% I -":':

i e‘ ‘ii ::E5§“=~ d (SC-

(185 gm. max.) .................... ..$7.95 E
T.-Qt? #2 DRIVER -— A Straight line

-Kc } ~/~“ ’ I - .’§,,1-e " .;_.~¢:;;i;;i maximum distance driver. A
.. - ' '~ " ' - "$.54?" . . . . . .

_ _ "‘5‘3"i“ ;;§;;,;;.¥*‘ unique characteristic of this disc is"<15;

that it floats in water under 170 -~--VA‘1-~*~+—'-i~~'"*i*-5*""5""
if grams. (145-177) ............................ ..$7.95
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VIDEOS FOR DISC GOLF

\ fine production. With tons of great shots and
unique styles to watch and learn.

.$19.95

1999 US DISC GOLF
CHAMPIONSHIPS — Watch the best in the
world take on the elements as well as each
other in an incredible compe-
tition. Over 40 minutes of
exciting play.

.$19.95

LEARN TO PLAY
DISC GOLF
A very comprehensive
look at the beginning
level of disc golf play. A
great way to introduce
your friends to the
game ........... ..$9.95

CD ROM FRISBEE GOLF GAME
Catch The Craze!

With four different players, three flying discs
and four unique courses, Frisbee Golf is a game
the entire family will enjoy. Wind, trees and
diverse terrain provide chal-
lenging obstacles and exhil- Y A

arating action. The first ever
CD-ROM game for frisbee
sports. ...................... ..$25.95

ULTIMATE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO

Q4»

W' .

$818*'Y§.

s

WATER BALLOON
SLING SHOT

A water balloon sling shot. Most accurate and safe when
2000 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS - A very nicely used by three l39QP|9- A greet Water plev tev fer the veuho
filmed video with multiple camera angles interviews and yiwng at heart‘ Includes red target’ Aqua Sung Shot

directions, 72 water balloons, and balloon fill nozzle.and spectacular shots. Watch as Ken Climo regains his W . tfo .World Over of arning no r improper use, follow instructions.
l $1995 100 Yard Range Model (comes with 72 balloons) .... ..$2O.95

200 Yard Range Model (comes with 72 balloons) .... ..$24.95

~.
~__

‘51xi‘

 \ .i»

v...

1999 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS - Another X-Tra Balloons ................................................................ ..$4.95

-<1

_?9

X -ZY L O
The Flying
Gyroscope! Throw it
like a baseball and it
cruises. With practic
it will fly over 100
yards.

X-ZYLO
......................... ..$7.5(l
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drive with any
c classification
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2 may be over-
e but all travel
ie overstable at

iost thrown
eveled edge but

ntinue to fly flat

ou can see the
e one of these
ically two types

- E
.I:I:I:I:I:!:=:=:?:!:~ :

I slow, straight,
Beveled edge
it the putt. Many
ind to the right
: dive into the

NNERS?

:entrate on a

or driving,
// Nit8 enerauy Speak-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SOS are easier

Ir distances for
eater with lighter

oo] aiiu UOUGIIY greater dlS-
throughout it's flight. If your throws go OUT 8 tances are realized. lf your throws usually
ways flat and then drop hard left, you could ta“ Sharp“, to one side you $hOu|d;

;;;j;,’;{;;;:;;g~'~555;" use more spin. Anhyzer shots (see below) Throw a ghter disc

Get your team or school started on the right track with require esiteeiellv high m0U"'t$ 07 $Pl"- Throw a more understable disc
' ' ANGLE OF RELEASE - Discs can be thrown . f lease

Association). Match this with our Skills and Drills iiii»i.i'.?;=2%2-I..‘l'§...........m et erwith ehtile Wheh released et ehd Work?" the t'a.'e°t°“'9 re .

Pamphlet and you'll be set to start a program that is aiined slightly above the horizon, the disc ‘ Expellmemm lmd the "gm d's°-

organized and can take your team to the next level Wm travel a good (“Stance Smce the Mt of
of competitive play. ................................................ ..$15.95 ' the disc keeps it in. the air‘ Hyzer ' when a

disc is released with an angle where the

te~¢~»v

.‘-:§i

1,;mar

l 1'74

an instructional video from the UPA (Ultimate Players

 ..



We Know How to Throw! »

Howdy,

The Wright Life began a retail store and mail order
operation in October 1981. A history of event promo-
tion, quality service and a unique selection of prod-
ucts has given The Wright Life the ability to endure.
Beginning our 20th season we invite everyone to

products including: skateboards, snowboards, in-line
skates, wakeboards, boomerangs, juggling equip-
ment, and lots of fun clothing.

Our philosophy is simple 100%» participation 100%

.;;$;".£'.-2 5 ’ u - yl g
L‘ and enjoy life. We look forward to serving you.

1-800-321-8833

on any order shipped to a single location.

10 - 19 discs .......... ..10% off
20 - 29 discs .......... ..20% off
30 discs or more ..... ..25% off

see everything that's in this catalog and more. The Wright Life car-
ries other alternative sports equipment to pacify your entertainment
needs. Snowboards, Skateboards , inline, Juggling equipment,
Footbags, and a lot more fun stuff. Check out our site!

wwW.w1'ightlife.c0m
200 linden ~ fort collins 00 80524

phone: (970) 484-6932 ~ fax (970) 490-2714
email: bwright@wrightlife.c0m

© Copywrite 1981-2001

Prices subject f0 change

stop by or give us a call. We carry a variety of fun determines its "$febi|iW"-

ULTIMATE INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
Get your team or school started on the right track with

an instructional video from the UPA (Ultimate Players
Association). Match this with our Skills and Drills
Pamphlet and you'll be set to start a program that is
organized and can take your team to the next level
of competitive play. ................................................ ..$15.95 I

¢»~m-v-<¢s»*..e*aes<~“-'-%~.»-

/Ll:Ias-&pl;-1i;;;1i;i;.i;."ii;:;;.;::.;;f&;<i.;‘;1i--‘

vrd,

-2-= DISC GOLF
For the purpose of defining part of the disc opposite 9 \\ I

flight characteristics, the your grip is tilted towards (60
following descriptions the ground, we call this a

assume a right handed hyzer release. A hyzer shot is

back hand throw delivery. aimed higher on the horizon
The disc is spinning and off to the right. Anhyzer -1» clockwise. is when the disc is angled

Each golf disc has a specific shape that eWeV item The Qfeud, Of 6 Feller e"9|e-

STABLE — The disc does not turn much during Disc SHAPE
its flight. When thrown flat and fast, the disc DRWEBS — Although V0“ can drive with anll

will y straight. disc, for the purposes of disc classification

' ' ' : ° ' ' ' UNDERSTABLE—The disc will turn from left to """""“' “"3 d"'
of the time and The MostF n Wins’ So la be ood ' ht‘ th fast rtof't' fli ht. Verarw d's° Wnh

Hg In e pa i g a sharp beveled edge. Some may be over-
OVERSTABLE "The d'Sc Wm travel from "gm stable and some understable but all travel

to ‘en’ eve" in the fast pan °f its ight‘ very fast in flight and become overstable at
the end of the flight.

FACTORS THAT AFFECT A DISCS
MIDRANGE — discs are your most thrownDISCOUNTS ON DISCS $TAB'l'"=WEAR A disc will become understable discs. These discs have a beveled edge but

Combine your order of flying discs to get the best deal! Discounts are with wean This is a good thing some discs are not as sharp 9'
based on the total number of discs (golf, ultimate and recreational) bl h b b k_- fast V'n_9 as 3 d"'_'

glrgetoo oversta e W en new ut rea in ver. A midrange disc can continue to fly flat
' even at medium speeds.

"'“‘sP.EE° " The Speed the ‘“?°.‘S ‘“""?"",9 PUTI' a APPROACH - When you can see the
relative to the surrounding air is the disc s Chaln llnks you Want to have one olthese
air-speed. Throwing into the wind causes ln hand There are baslcally two types
your disc to travel at a higher air-speed '

Our web site is second to none in the flying disc world. You can than throwing with the Wlnd_ Discs y more DI putter5- Nan‘}
understable when thrown into the wind or Beveied edge or - -

hl h . d d bl “Vintage Class" discs give a slow, straight,

at g el awspee S fan mm? oversta e at flat, floating run atthe pole. Beveled edge

lower a""speed_ or W'th_the Wm‘ putters sink more throughout the putt. Many
DISC WEIGHT — Lighter discs fly more under- people Wm threw these up and to the right

stable than heavier discs. This phenomenon of the target end let the disc dive into the
is due mostly to the higher airspeed these beeket
discs are traveling. The difference between
a 175 and a 150 gram disc at the end of your WHAT'S BETTER FQR BE(;||\||\|ER$'_?

arm can translate into a tremendous differ- Beglnnlng players should Concentrate on a

ence m arm Speed and hopefully d'SC relaxed, consistent motion for driving,

speed‘ approaching, and putting. Generally speak-

' derstable to stable discs are easier
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE FLIGHT ‘"9’ ““ . -

d fOF A GOLF Dlsc to throw andachieve greater istarices or

beginners. Disc speed IS greater with lighter
SPIN -— Spin maintains the disc s orientation dleee (150 e|eSS) and uSua||y greater dis-

th'°“9h°“t ifs ight ll V°“‘ thmws 9° 0"‘ a tances are realized. lf your throws usually
ways flat and then drop hard left, you could tell ehelpw to one side you shoum;
use more spin‘. Anhyzer shots (see below) Throw a lighter dlsc
require especially high amounts of spin. understable dlsc

ANGLE OF RELEASE — Discs can be thrown h . l l

flat or with angle. When released flat and T W°rk_°nt 9 UaleCt0w9 re e_aSe

aimed slightly above the horizon, the disc ' EXP9"m9"t"° fmd the "gm d'$°-
will travel a good distance since the lift of
the disc keeps it in the air. Hyzer - When a

disc is released with an angle where the '
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2000 PDGA COURSE DIRECTORY

North_America and around the world. Whether M I I.

traveling or moving to a new location, this

FOR YOUR iT?.‘.’.'T.if.?.7..i???iTT?..TiT’.i.i.iiiYj ................ ..$12.00

20 10 Supplement ...................................... ..$4.00

EVENT THE COMPLETE BOOK
Original hard wood discs for your
event or special commemorative The most complete and only guide to
award. Fr ' ' ‘ 'om a variety of fine collectible Frisbees ever written. Nearly 400

woods (Maple, Walnut, Oak) these items photographed in color with current
trophy p|equeS make great prizes price guidelines. The first complete study
and bring Competitors baek year ever done on the historical frisbie pie tin. Plus

after year Compretery engravabre a listing of 184 maior Frisbee collectors from
with Custom rogor You put around the world. A terrific history of games

desi directl leading to the invention of the flying disc
Y 9 as we know it today.

cut into the wood for a lasting ................................................................. ..$19.95

cations of colored foil can

enhance your awards even The Pro Disc Golf Association's official rule book is

more. Give us a all d ' ' 'c an available for a minimal charge. Learn the proper
we'll || y()u in Qn the etiquette and the proper procedures for violations.

details or check out Ouf Web . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

page dedicated to trophies at"
. . . ' WFDF RULES & RECORDS OF

wwvv.wright!/fe.com/tr0phies.asp.

The official World Flying Disc Federation rules are
available on-line at vvww.wfdf.org. Includes all disc

ENGRAVED HARDWOOD TROPHY DISCS " "sports; golf, ultimate, distance, accuracy, freestyle,

(W/Plaque) DDC, self-caught flight and guts. Check it out on-

Includes a hardwood trophy disc engraved, metal engraved name-plate ‘me!
plaque and wood mounting plaque. Wood disc and name-plate plaque are
custom engraved with your information ....................................... ..$50.00 ea SKILLS 81 DRILLS

From the Ultimate Players Association a detailed Pamphlet
on skills and drills for competitive ultimate teams. '

Includes a hardwood tro h di th ' '

An incredibly comprehensive list of courses in “ '

?’§_»“~.‘i'

p y $3 at Can be used in Whatever way you hke Excellent for coaches and teachers. ii vi

to customize your award. Great for special presentations using custom ................................................................... ..$7.95 i -~ - » - "-

created art work. 1

1-9 ...................................................................................................... ..$2o.o0 ea TEACHING

KIDS ULTIMATE
10+ .................................................................................................... ..$18.00 ea A nicely illustrated pamphlet to help teach kids

the fundamentals of the game of ultimate
,.,.,,,@§._.,,.<~&-~§‘*§;""

'*“”' t t

ENGRAVED HAR TROPHY DISCS (not pictured) ................................................ ..$2.5O

Completely Engraved and c st ' ' 'u omized hardwood trophy disc. Each disc can PLAYER ASSOCIATIONS ii if
be detailed with a specific placing (lst, 2nd ...) and division if necessary
Make your award special an something worth putting on display. World Flying Disc Federation B 970-484-6932 H‘

1-9 $27 00 ea Pro Disc Golf Players Association w 416-203-9628 s  

10+ .............................................................................................. ..$23.o0 ea tiitimate Piavets Association = 800-tit-4384
Freestyle Players Association 11' 303-670-7719 P A H '
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ualit hot ;.. -features th? best q V polyethylene. A Wham-o brand Frisbee

1 st . “X
M; *" tricks_and_a wide The Reflyer (100 mold) ........ ..$5.95

outmde Hm for easfy STUCK DE$'GN Recycled Fastback .............. ..$3.50
5. f'e‘:_3style' Comes 'n_ Recycled 165 ........................ ..$6.95" white, yellow and pink. Stock Styler ...... .. $7.00
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Finally a great use for post-consumer recycled

\ " \ . -. V. '.».-r-v-..'§ -\'-.~ '~.;.;.;. _.; ~._‘\\ \ . . .
Stamp'n9' The Stwer fl in disc. Several different models to

rim for difcuit Hm different COWS swirled throughout

DISCRAFT SKY-PRO

,1. ii». E’ Nice and small for small hands. Easy to catch

¢

)

..-) '

2at

J

M ’l :3

if From the archives, this disc has traveled the world and easier to throw. You can t miss with the
and flies with the best stylin' discs around. White Sky-Pro for young kids or just to have for

r or yellow .................................................... .. $8.50 A those family outings ............................ ..$4.95 INNOvA N0vA;» if .;;,‘.,\,~ _;_.- :33 3 ;:;:;=;.

§ #3‘ %“‘ 1! ii‘-- Ideal for ultimate, long distance catch or just
'* ,-,€§-., First introduced in 1980 this popular freestyle I . f . h d. Th N . h
-, . . . . ain un wit a isc. e ova isa eav recre-

‘;"§*’é.:;" -' disc isa reat image. Check out the hidden p. . V
- - 9 1 ational disc. At 180 grams you

Q5}Y3-5
Q?"i
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‘*0
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FRISBEE FREESTYLE
Easily the most popular video in disc sports. Check

out the latest in freestyle flying disc instructional
videos. The most comprehensive explanation

ever of how to do trick throws, catches, nail
delays and other advanced freestyle moves.

Learn from the masters. Over one hour long.

VHS ............................................... ..$19.95

PAL ................................................ ..$24.95

Contact The FPA at: info@freestyledisc.org
On-line at: www.freestyledisc.org

I gu.itars and famous faCeS' can really get some distance with this big disc
- White or yellow ......................................... ..$8.50 Comes in assorted bright colors and White

................................................................. ..$6.95

FPA STYLER
it ,8 Another perfect disc to spread the jam. The 0 81Q ‘l 40 Wright Life has by far the largest selection of 165 grams of fun. This disc has a bigger sweet

x freestyle discs and prints available for the spot for kicking, tipping and easy nail delays.
Jammers. FPA Sky-Styler ..................... ..$8.00 Great for high winds. These models are the

is <s~
S

 ’g most popular 165 models for freestyle play.
0 ‘Y The smaller 100 mold models are excellent

for fast paced freestyle and beach fun!
HI-RIGIDITY ................................. ..$6.95
Hi-RIGIDITY LIGHT .................... ..$5.95
HDX 165 ........................................ ..$6.95
HDX 100 MOLD .......................... ..$5.95

FREESTYLE T-SHIRT
Front print in two colors. A simple design

with a big meaning. M - XL Black or White
100% Cotton Shirts ...................... ..$15.95

FPA VIDEO
ZEN AND

THE ART OF

1
C/3)

/A

- =*.~*:.-.-_,\

-~ -5,1 5

" i i’

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
10+ - 10% off ¢ 20+ - 20% off



FLIPPY FLYER
Originally called the "Backpacker's Frisbee",

this little wonder flies great with a little
flick of the wrist. Made of a soft nylon
with a weighted outer edge, the Flippy
Flyer is a household name in the flying
object world. Easy to store, fun to toss.
.................................................. ..$3.50

RIP STINGER
The freestyle disc with training wheels. This

unique flying disc has a cone in the mid-
dle so that you can catch the disc easily
on one finger while keeping the spin. It's
great for practicing freestyle tricks, teaching

young children or just amazing your

but we have it!
.......................................... ..$5.95

THE GIANT SAUCER TOSSER
Just like the original mold, this recreational

trash can lid and amazes your friends.

FRISBEE COASTER RING
From Wham-O comes an easy to throw ring

made of light weight plastic. This ring flies
extremely straight and is easy to catch. Fun for
all ages. . ............................................... ..$5.95

friends. It's hard to find in the stores,

E-WRITER IMAGE DISC
The latest in light technology com-

bined with a flying disc. Tap your
message into the on-board computer
and your E-Writer is ready to go.
With a flick of the wrist, launch your
message into the night sky. It's truely
incredible. As it soars through the air,
it spells out your message in lights.
Re-program your message as many
times as you like. Limited to 12 char-
acters, but that won't bring you
down. Fly high, amaze your friends.
A great gift.......................... ..$14.95

LAZER DISC
(w/ 4 LED Llghts)

Combine the spinning flight of a disc
with the high tech LED lights. A
great experience will be had by all
who venture to these unknown air-
ways. You'll absolutely flip out
when you experience this UFO
powered by humans and a simple,
lightweight 9-volt battery.
............................................ ..$11.95

GRIPPER DISC
A soft flying disc with a rubber grip

extra-large disc flies great, doubles as your 8F0Und the Tim and We dye f8bI'iC
for the body of the disc. Nice and easy

One of the largest discs manufactured.
- to throw and catch. Flies great too!

Great fun! ............................. "$8.95 Perfegt fgr kids as 3 Starter di$C_

............................................... ..$s.95

TRACBALL
A thrilling game of catch with a plastic ball

and two paddles.
Incredible action trac
design for curvers,
throws for distance,
accuracy and easy
catching pocket.
Great fun for ages 5 - 85
.................... ..$9.95



Discraft Products has licensed the Mach V design and
added some key enhancement features. Galvanized steel
all around trademarks these classic double chain baskets.
The Wright Life, as always, is here to assist you in the
development and solicitation of disc golf courses in your
area. Just call us for layout tips or course proposals for
your local Parks Dept.

PORTABLE .......................... ..$39O
IN THE GROUND
($40 - $60 for shipping)
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INNOVA DISCATCHER
lnnova's DiscCatcher is galvanized steel all around with a

DOUBLE DISC COURT DISCS & COURT

yellow powder coated top, galvanized metal basket and a Doume d'$C C°urt_ '5 a game p'_ayed by two teams of two p'aY‘
green metal base on the portable. Great visuals from a a'$- Each team '9 Charged With defending a add"
distance and 18 chains around for that sure catch and from the attack of the opponents. The attacks are

plemmm Sweet 59°‘ . . . . . made in two Wavsl by throwing one Of YWO discs .
° Additiona Space on 'dent'f|Cat'on Plate for potenuai in play intg the QppQnent5' Qgurt in an attempt

ket Secure W'th°“t.e"e' h““"'?9 ‘°“°h"d °“‘ °f b°“"dS' °' , .- :;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;;:;:";>:!'1-'-j-jj.;<:;:1:§:§:1:1:I:I:I:I:I:I:?:1:1:1:1:1:1;§I:I§j:~ “

~ Super tough for any park and good looking enough for bV ¢aU$l"9 bath discs to be tduahad bV a lT>|aV- it

Individual Portable or
In The Ground Complete ..... ..$300.00
Inside Chain Set ................... ..$25.00
($40 — $60 for shipping)

DISCRAFT
CHAINSTAR

MINI BASKETS
Mini Pole Hole
This basket has what the mini tosser
loves and needs. A simple basket made of big

.- :-:-:-:-:-.-:-.;.,

~.<.,

discs and pvc construction. Perfect for indoor ii " g

use and easy to break down and store. Includes

,_,.-<~»:».~'

A-...t

'\-~.>..,,,

two Wright Life Web Site Minis .............. ..$39.95 " "

Mini-Sota Pole Hole
Made from ultimate discs and PVC pipe and a

sure those aces stick. Includes two Wright Life
Web Site Minis ......................................... ..$54.95. .. """" '
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double set of chains. The deep bucket will make

ta?"

sponsors and hole numbers.
. . to have the disc come to rest within that court

~ Secure one-way screws available for keeping your bas-

Y . _ V ' p Y pp 9 9 Same
“~ \. \ \time. A team scores a point whenever they make

a success-

Um\ W, \ whenever an oppo-
l \ \ nent throws a disc out-of-
" x § bounds. The first team to score

i-¢.a._e...-->i
the requisite number of points as

determined by the competitive format shall win the game.

Complete Set of court line two discs and rules ............... ..$39.95
Extra Discs ................. ..$3.95

.
GUTS DISC

§ The official disc for the original disc
I sport, Guts. Can you stand in and

make the catch? Teams of one to 5

players stand 14 meters apart. A
good throw towards the
opponent without
a catch is a

point for the
throwing
team. Rules
included.
...$4.95

FB6 FASTBACK

holder for MTA (maximum time aloft) at over 16

‘~ -»— * i 1*" a ; seconds. Maximum Time Aloft IS a competitive disc
a’i’?‘§_§_j;. _»* I ‘/1’ event where you throw and catch the disc (one

Web Site Mini (lnnova) ........... ..$1.50 Magnet Mini (Discraft) ........... ..$2.00 handed) and measure the time the disc is in air. Try
Weighted Web Site Mini ........ ..$2.00 Weighted Aero Mini ................ ..$2.00 it for yourseht and See_ Fioats iike

Fat Tire Flyer Mini (Wham~Ol $1.50 Van Throw Color Mini ......... ..$4.00 a butterfly. .................................................... ..$3.95
. \. .; . M»



JUGGLE EQUIPMENT Q
Back by popular demand, the Wright Life is re-introducing a variety of juggle Machine Sewn and doume lock

related products to incorporate into your daily routine of life and fun. F °'TIgOri;»¢IS:idA¢;-- ~° S -

Gripper Juggle Balls
Super gripy soft juggle bags. A great way to
learn. Ideal for any sized hand the Gripper

alls are easy to catch and hold on to.

................... ..$4.95ea

the Complete of soft synthetic leather for control, or a stiffer leather
Klutz for a more responsive net bag. A big value

for the price. Choose from the extra soft
The book that has taught more people to juggle than any sand filled 8-panel bag for freestyle or the

other. A perfect blend of illustration and humor to set
W

_. , 5 tough stiff leather bag for net play.
you on your next career. Comes complete with three
bean bag balls fer the easiest way ‘(Q begin your jug» -V 4-panel .......................................... ..$7.5O

lessons ........................................ 8_Pane| (Sand
‘$7 >

L“"° SW"
A fa ntastic iugg|e styx -------------~------------..

i combo that has translucent, rubber coated 64-Panel ...................................... ..$‘l9.95
handles nicely decorated and matching center
styx for easy control and trick learning.

Kids wooden Dowel ............................. ..$19.95

Master Fiberglass Dowel .................... ..$34.95

European Style Juggle Clubs
A one piece construction for the entry level club

juggler. The handles are taped for a good grip and
cushioned catch. The barrels of the clubs are deco-
rated for good presentation.
.Complete Set of 3 Clubs ................................ ..$44.95

Diabolo
A Very fun jug-
gling apparatus
that acts like a yo-yo without any strings
attached. Comes complete with some simple '

instructions on getting started. The action is

similar to a yo-yo except the Diabolo is not
attached to the string. The diabolo IS one of
the oldest juggling devices know as it began
with ancient Chinese acrobats
....................................................... ..$25.95

stitched to prevent leakage. Sand
filled for incredible stalls and control tricks. A new revolu-
tion for footbags. 8 panel facile, earth colored saqs. This
bag has been our best seller for the past three years.
............................................................................ ..$10.50

ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOOTBAGS
Top of the line when it comes to quality. Constructed

12-panel ....................................... ..$9.95

32-panel (leather net bag) ........ ..$15.95

GUATEMALAN FOOTBAG
The crocheted footbag invites you to hours of

fun and personal satisfaction. Kicking
is great exercise and also pro-
motes whole
body coordina-
tion. A soft flexi-
ble footbag that is

slightly oversized.
.$3.50

BUKA TAKRAW
A game originating in Asia over 500 years ago, is one of

the world's oldest foot sports. It features flying
kicks, mid-air spins, leaping blocks and high ball
headers. The net game , played over a 5-foot
high net is similar to the sport of footbag net.

Jam Master ......................................... ..$11.95



HOW TO RAISE, TRAIN AND
COMPETE FRISBEE DOGS BOOK

This book is required reading for
budding Canine Frisbee Stars! The best of the best. Caught live during
Competition, history, basics and The
advanced training techniques See

Wm" Champion Pew veer eee ie iiie ei ihe highest ievei. DISC

--------------- -- -

"""""""""""""""""""" "$‘9'95 equeiiieh. ihe Degobie is e very
BOOK 8‘ DISC '97 World Finals soft a nd d u rable disc. A reat

:>:~'>.~:'.-‘-:-:-:»\ ‘ 9;»:-. -:-:~:~:-:~:-:-:-;~;I-‘ii-1-.-:1-1-:-1-1-:»

--------------- --$18-95 ieeieie ieiveui eee heeeiiee ii
does not hurt to catch. Definitely a

FRISBEE DOGS: FASTBACK Lfn “fer for _u a S too’ th's So
TRAINING VIDEO -- .

Bl r Y IIOW .................. .......$6.95
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WORLD
FINALS
VIDEOS

World Canine Championships.
first hand what competing with

FRISBEES FOR DOGS
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The Gumabone Dog Disc IS the favorite toy of
many championship dogs! The hambone
scented Nylabone produces a soft and
chewy flying disc that provides hours of
entertainment and exercise for both dog
and owner. The longest lasting disc for
dogs available, GUARANTEED! The
Gumabone Frisbee flying disc has a

scent and flavor that appeals to dogs.
Let your dog decide!
Large ....................................................... ..$12.95
Small ......................................................... ..$4.50

AEROBIE DOGOBIE

disc flies straight and true

Entertaining and informative, this SKYHOUNDZ DISC The ue O e
Video offers 30 minutes of aerobic exercise for your best

- f ' . S k h ff‘-i'"* e  ":.::ii;2:.r:.°2.‘..::* SKYHOHNDZ
mnovatwe Uammg tee I " - e - In a hard cover table book, Peter Bloeme portraVs

./1??-i‘<" .TM...\

/‘

niques are clearly
demonstrated using a

wide number of breeds, I" \i§i"‘~

Championships. The
1 Originai fastback is Stm his vision of the unigue bond between canine

the preferred disc for and human companions with Skyhoundz images.
ranging in and abHi_ ‘_.;,.§,le}§_§§g§;.I?‘,£,)A‘ your pet "$350 Featuring spontaneous and often electrifying

photographs of canines ioyously at play during

III: ..................... ..$24.95 so GET rr... FAST- disc corripetitioiie ------------------------------------ --$19-95
e* BACK“~M.Mnm@¢+*

FRISBEE DOGS:
A custom design from
The Wright Life on Wham-Orst

THROWING vii>E<>  fastback discs....$2.99 FLQPPY DISC
The Second in a Series of Welcome to the world of soft bite Floppy Discs.

training videos. This MISPRINT FASTBACK Made with lightweight nylon materials.

W390 ¢0\/8'8 the basic Assorted disc prints on soft Bite Floppy Discs are durame
Concepts of throwing, gg the traditional fastback retrieval toys designed to avoid injury to
grip, Stance, arm and )&jI°§°', Frisbee from Wham-O. your dog's teeth and gums. Great colors
body motion’ plus the ................. ..$2.50 to make them easy to find in your back-

proper release. Learn from 3?‘

the expert. _ “”"”' QUANTITY DISCOUNTS:
......................... ..$24.95  he 10+di$¢$ - for 10% Qff

’ 20+discs - for 20% off

yard.
......................................................... ..$7.95

Fl m DISC Federation
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DISCRAFT ULTRA-STAR
COO GSI H Of ODE O

Discraft 175 gram UltraStarTM "The official 9 .

. . . . the hottest new micro
disc of the Ultimate Players Association for
the sport of Ultimate. The Discraft 175 is a Th Innova Puisar
very stable, accurate flyer that is perfect for e

everything from a game of catch, to tourna-
ment ultimate." Yellow, Orange, Pink, a Sm mg two“) or
White, Green and Black . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50
Biuu Sparkle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.50 Belgmm Brewmg CO‘

NITE-GLOW

This disc is a favorite of many. Great for after

».~~ _ '1 . The lnnova Pulsar
¢ ‘ L" \ '\\
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\>*:§_;~‘_‘ ¢ easy catches. Available in
'9 175-GFAM -red blue, white, yellow and

been designed to

III’

75/1It

%

THE PULSAR

\ Ultimate Disc. has

meet UPA design

standards. Excellent

for the purpose of
accurate flights and

black

.............................. ..$6.95

FAT TIRE FLYER

brews in the nation.

provides the pallet for

hot-stamp from New

of Ft Collins, CO. This
design is also available on

golf discs .............. ..$8.5O

hours throw and catch. Same hot-stamp as GAIA BAG
the Standani Wm 9'9‘/V in the dark after An incredible bag for your ultimate experience. Everything you need for a practice,

being Charged under |i9ht' tournament or weekend trip. A tough 600 stitch ripstop
$850 nylon bag with water resistant PVC backing,

CHAMELEON ULTRA-VIOLET extra big, breathable cleat pocket, mesh

This disc starts out clear and turns violet in Side pocket for Wet Shirts and a two
the bright sunshine. Amaze your friends.
Specie“ Chame|eOn h0t_Stamp_ carry 3 discs. All closed up with

WFDF Um"-5"" 8"“ P"|$a' ............................................. ..$59.95

 
zippers. Comes in Black.

IJIZIIZL ____ Federation (WFDF). The umbrella organization
A special design for The World Flying Disc

Support the sport, fly with the best. A fantastic
design available on Discraft Ultra-Stars or
lnnova Pulsars in a 2-color hot-stamp.
White Ultra-Star . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.95 “°'dS ""S "'S°' “gm ‘° Y°“' head f°'
White or Yellow Pulsar . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.95

Vii --- '¢»wwww

for all d|sc spgrts has its own custom dI$<>- Stylish and fU|'1CIiO8|, the Gaia visor

buckle slop pocket designed to

$995 industrial strength, self-repairing

provides a great look with a truly fine
visor. A stretch, adjustable band

the active player. Show your colors

and dedication to ultimate with a com-

pany that’s all about the sport.

..$12.95
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object that's heavier than air. The Aerobie is easy to

At ?Q0+9_, The Frisbee HeaVVWe!9hT is 009 b99W throw and flies distances of 100-200 yards with

ymg d'SC! HIS got more than enough musde ease. The Aerobie distance record is over 1000

F

to power long and hard through even the
toughest wind...that is, as long as you have
the muscle for it!!

........................................................ ..$11.95

RISBEE GLOW DISCS
From Wham-O, the makers of the Frisbee flying

f-'-P disc comes the latest in glow-in-the-dark discs.
l

‘W.

57'?’ . I

‘it

-§\:w
vi.

ll

ll ‘ll
-\_.’

The phospherescent plastic provides long glow-
ing fun that's rechargeble. Just put the disc

under a light and you'll be ready to fly again.

165 gram Model
................................................. ..$9.95

Fastback Model
............................................... ..$4.95

DISCRAFT 125g SKY-PRO
The original disc produced by Discraft. This

125 gram disc is perfect for the kids, fami-
ly or even a seasoned freestyle vet.

Available is a variety of great col-' ors: bright orange, bright pink, Glow-in-the-Dark ............................ ..$4.95

T‘\ bright yellow, white\\ .......................... ..$3.95

WHAM-0 VISION
GRATEFUL DEAD

mscs
The spirit of the Grateful Dead lives on

with these full color picture
discs. Three great designs

on quality 160 gram discs
from Wham-O

Bears $8 95

Steal Your Face .$8.95

Skull & Roses.....$8.95

AEROBIE RINGS
This incredible flying ring will fly further than any

feet! Test your personal throwing skills with the

ultimate in long distance fun.

SUPER 13" .............................................. ..$9.95 ‘

SPRINT 10" ............................................. ..$7.5O ‘

AEROBIE SUPER DISC
The world's easiest disc to throw and catch! The

Aerobie Superdisc's unique two piece construction
features a comfortable gripping surface for accurate
throws and a soft outer rim for confident catches.
The Aerobie Superdisc's breakthrough wobble-proof
design helps stabilize flights. Throws that used to
roll over or veer off course will now fly their origi-
nally intended path. ..................... ..$9.95

£2, .

AEROBIE SQUIDGIE DISC
A breakthrough in long accurate flights in a soft

easy to catch disc. A great feature for your child
because it does not hurt to catch and it's super
easy to throw. A fun flyer for for all ages..
......................................................... ..$4.95

M9“

DOGOBIE VERSION - For extra tough doggie
resistant plastic. ............................. ..$6.95 l

AEROBIE ORBITER
BOOMERANG
Unique two-piece construction features a soft
rubber cushion for comfortable catches. A

space age refinement of the aboriginal
boomerang, it really does come back! Like the
Aerobie flying ring, the Boomerang is

adjustable for conditions and flight characteris-
i tics. Easy to throw, incredibly easy to catch.
‘ Simply a lot of fun. ....................... ..$9.95

i
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APX SWIRL PUTTER
A soft and dependable APX in a colorful

swirl plastic This disc is perfect for / ijgst‘;
and approach shots with the stable ‘mi
flight of the original APX mold M lif,

$9 v 2, iéxv

VINCENT VAN THROW —

A full color print on dependable -

lnnova golf discs. All discs are white
with a beautiful print Available on

Aviars & Eagles . . . . . . . . . . . $12.95

RASTA DISC -
Featuring the images of three reggae

A legends. Available on Discraft
Products.
Cyclones & Stratus . . . . . . . $8.50

Elite XS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.95

RUNNING BASKET - One of our top
custom discs. Predictable and enlighten-

n

Cyclones, X-Clones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $8.50
Elite XS $10 95

Elite XS Fly Dye . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $13.95

FAT TIRE FLYER — A famous Micro-Brew from
our home city of Ft Collins, Colorado. A 2-color

stamp on lnnova golf discs.
Aviar Putter, Shark, Eagle & TeeBird. . . . . $8.95

KISS THE SKY — Our most prestigious
mountain top disc golf event is Kiss The

Sky in Aspen, Colorado. Available in a

full color imprint on lnnova Discs.

. $13.95

Aviar Putter & Valkyrie

. $9.95
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